
David Gebhard became editor for the seventh issue in November
1959. David was a former professor of Architectural History at
UNM and was, at that time, the Director of the Roswell Museum.
The quality of the magazine improved immediately--style, for
mat , subject matter, layout and graphics , including the cover
design. His tenure as editor was short-lived, however, because he
accepted the position of director of the museum at the University
of California in Santa Barbara. The Magazine Committee then
assumed the editorial responsibilities.

There is no question that keeping the magazine alive is a con
tinual struggle. In those early days it survived because of the ef
forts of the Magazine Committee: Miles Brittelle , Van Dorn
Hooker, Bainbridge Bunting, John Conron, and Philippe de M.
Register. They faced not only the question of soliciting ads, so that
the magazine would break even financially, but also one of
establishing editorial policy.

At that time, I held some strong opinions about the direction the
magazine should take. I believed it was a publication for ar
chitects and that its major role was that of critic--of architecture
and the process that creates it. I did not believe it should be a
marketing tool. The committee disagreed with this point of view
and my last article appeared in the January 1960 issue. (Time has
shown that the Committee's editorial policy was correct as New
MexicoArchitecture, formerl y New MexicoArchitect, goes into its
31st year. )

A side note: the June 1961 issue contained an article about the
Armijo Elementary School in Albuquerque, designed by Stanley
& Wright. The article quoted the cost of the building as $11.30
per square foot. The cost of the magazine was 25 cents. So you see,
it really has been 30 years!

- Don P. Schlegel, FAIA

"In the Modern Spirit: John Caw Meem's Design for the Colorado
Springs Fine Arts Center," by Chris Wilson , Page 17, March
April, 1986.
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Some of us who contributed to the first few issuesof New Mex
ico Architect would probably like to forget what we said , or at
least go back and make some revisions and simplifications. In spite
of the dedication and gift of time of Miles Brittelle , Sr., and
others, the first six issues lack great distinction. Even then,
however, Don Schlegel's Report from the University column gives
us, now, a useful view of the academic aspirations of the era, and
the Profile of an Architect series contains some data which would
be difficult to find elsewhere. The publication differed little,
however , from those I received from the many AlA Chapters
across the country who were trying about the same thing.

In my view, it was the November 1959 issue which began the
classical phase of the magazine. I credit this new quality to the
editiorship of David Gebhard, the increasing influence of Bain
bridge Bunting, and the beginning of the special contribution of
time and effort of John Conron, which has continued for about
three decades.

The inclusion of carefully researched and well photographed
articles on historic buildings along with coverage of contemporary
work was unique for the time in the country, as far as I know.
When references to articles in New Mexico Architect, and later
New Mexico Architecture, began to appear in scholarly
bibliographies I felt very proud of what the editors had achieved.
When the editors wished to publish some of my work which
violated all of the commandments of the international school, my
convictions about the significance and relevance of regional dif
ferences was both strengthened and clarified. lowe the magazine
and its editors a great debt.

- George C. Pearl , FAIA

"Robb House, Albuquerque, Don Schlegel, Architect," Page 15,
September- October, 1963.


